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A true recyclers’ melting pot
IFAT 2016 welcomed decision-makers from all over the world who were
looking for inspiration, for better solutions, for new machinery. Meet
Kristen Jensen from Denmark, Evgeny Galikhaydarov from Russia and
Prosper Fonkoua from Cameroon.
Paper facility ‘first’ for Cameroon
‘I have travelled all the way from Africa to
Munich to find a baler and reliable technology
to dry wet paper,’ explains Prosper Fonkoua,
technical manager at Groupe Fokou, Cameroon’s biggest recycling firm.
Based in the capital Yaoundé, Fokou opened
its doors 15 years ago as a metal recycling company. On a yearly basis, it processes some 200
000 tonnes of ferrous scrap which is collected
in Cameroon as well as in the neighbouring
countries of Congo and Gabon. In addition,
Fokou handles some 50 000 tonnes of plastics.
But now the company also
wants to become the first
paper recycler in Cameroon, a country of 25
million people. ‘Nobody is
recycling paper there yet,’
Fonkoua said, but Fokou is
investing Euro 3 million to
start up a small plant.
Setting up a proper collection system in Cameroon
might seem like quite a
challenge but this is the
Prosper Fonkoua
least of Fonkoua’s concerns.
‘There is paper and cardboard everywhere and
people in Africa collect practically everything
they can make money on,’ he explained. ‘So the
material inflow will almost organise itself.’
Start-up of the new facility is anticipated by the
end of this year or early 2017. As with Fokou’s
core metals and plastics recycling activities,
there are already plans to expand the paper
recycling operations and business to Gabon
and Congo at some point in the future - but
not before the Cameroon facility can prove itself
to be ‘successful’.

Former candy importer turns focus on
Moscow’s recyclables
Evgeny Galikhaydarov (right) is the founder
and owner of Recyclene, a fast-growing plastics
recycling firm headquartered in Russia’s capital
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developments in Kazakhstan, he decided to
move his facility - ‘including two Presona balers’ - to Moscow and start again from scratch.

Squeezing the lemons...
‘Recycling, as is the case with most things, is a
political game,’ Kristen Jensen of Danish Crane
Building observed. ‘If you think about it, there
should be no waste collection fees. Instead, we
should have a fund that serves to reward private citizens for doing their part for their environment. Paying individuals for separating at
source would greatly enthuse consumers about
taking care of their own waste stream, meaning
less work further down the line.’
Such a model would work, Jensen believes - ‘not
just in Denmark, probably everywhere’. If you
Rodin Nikita and Evgeny Galikhaydarov
have the public on board, ‘that will kick-start the
Moscow, with subsidiary plants in St Peters- entire sector’, he argued. But he quickly added:
burg and, since March this year, Kaluga. The ‘Sadly, it goes against the political climate. And
company handles some 15 000 tonnes per year. that is based on profit, isn’t it?’
At IFAT, Galikhaydarov and his cousin/business It is this fundamental that has brought about the
partner Rodin Nikita (left) were looking for new increasing popularity of incineration in Densorting technologies to make their operations mark as well as in Germany. ‘On the one hand,
more efficient. Moreover, they were exploring the EU has enforced strict anti-landfilling rules
opportunities to grow their business. ‘At a little and, on the other, companies realise that burnover 1000 tonnes per year, paper so far has been ing waste is easier,’ Jensen explained. ‘Reducing
a side business at Recyclene,’ Galikhaydarov the waste problem is obviously not the same as
pointed out. ‘However, I see enormous potential recycling.’
growth here.’
Politicians across Europe have increasingly
Galikhaydarov aims to build ‘a broad recycling shone a light on key recycling topics such as
business’ for metals, glass, plastics and paper. boosting collections and end-of-waste status,
There is an ‘enormous gap’ to fill for recyclers, and with some success. ‘Ultimately, they are
he believes. ‘The greater Moscow area is home playing us,’ Jensen maintained. ‘Legislators
to 20 million people, together generating 11 mil- are squeezing the consumers like they would
lion tonnes of municipal solid waste per year of squeeze a lemon to get all the juice out.’
which almost 90% is still being landfilled. There He went on to cite the polluter-pays principle
is a huge lack of modern sorting facilities. Also, as an example: ‘If I drop a piece of paper on the
there is no separate waste collection system such ground and the police see it, I get a fine immedias in most European countries.’
ately. And yet, when someone creates a car that
Galikhaydarov was
produces a lot of emissions and uses a
born in the former
lot of fuel, no-one really cares. This is
Soviet state of Kazakha terrible imbalance of responsibility.’
stan where initially
He is relieved to see, however, that
he built a business as
leading Danish politicians are takan importer of beer,
ing action to enhance the legislative
chocolate products
framework in pursuit of the Circular
and Haribo candies
Economy. ‘There are politicians who
before starting up a
don’t actually do anything, they just
paper recycling plant
talk,’ said Jensen. ‘We need leaders who
in Almaty. But in
know the industry and the problems
2000, frustrated by
we face, even if it doesn’t match their
Kristen Jensen
social and political
own agenda.’

